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Abstract Ocean dynamics, land motion, and changes in Earth’s gravitational and rotational fields cause
local sea level change to deviate from the rate of global mean sea level rise. Here we use observations and
simulations of spatial structure in sea level change to estimate the likelihood that these processes cause
sea level trends in the longest and highest-quality tide gauge records to be systematically biased relative to
the true global mean rate. The analyzed records have an average twentieth century rate of approximately
1.6 mm/yr, but based on the locations of these gauges, we show that the simple average underestimates the
twentieth century global mean rate by 0.1±0.2 mm/yr. Given the distribution of potential sampling biases,
we find that <1% probability that observed trends from the longest and highest-quality tide gauge records
are consistent with global mean rates less than 1.4 mm/yr.
1. Introduction
Tide gauge (TG) sea level records provide the basis for estimates of twentieth century global mean sea level
(GMSL) rise. It is not straightforward, however, to infer the rate of global ocean volume change from these data,
because a variety of processes cause local sea level trends to deviate from the global mean rate of change
[e.g., Douglas, 1991]. Examples include ocean dynamics, vertical land motion, and changes in Earth’s gravita-
tional and rotational fields. In addition, the vast majority of TG records contain less than 50 years of twentieth
century data, which often makes it difficult to distinguish secular sea level rise from decadal and multidecadal
climate variability.
The simplest approach to address these challenges is to estimate twentieth century GMSL rise by averaging
trends from only the longest and highest-quality TG records [e.g., Douglas, 1997; Holgate, 2007; Spada and
Galassi, 2012]. In this context, “high quality” means mostly complete records that are minimally affected by (1)
tectonic activity, (2) subsidence/uplift unrelated to glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA), and (3) discontinuities
due to relocation or destruction/reestablishment of gauge sites. After correcting for GIA, a simple average
of trends from long, high-quality records typically produces “global” rates of 1.5–1.8 mm/yr [Douglas, 1997;
Holgate, 2007; Spada and Galassi, 2012]. Such analyses tend to treat scatter in TG trends as random error due
to local and regional processes, but they generally ignore the potential for nonrandom bias error. This is an
important omission, because a small number of records can systematically underestimate or overestimate the
global trend due to sparse, suboptimal spatial sampling of processes that produce large-scale spatial structure
in the long-term rate of sea level change [Mitrovica et al., 2001].
Another approach is to combine a wider selection of TG records with information about the spatial structure
of sea level change, which minimizes the potential for sampling bias [Chambers, 2002; Church and White, 2011;
Ray and Douglas, 2011]. Most recently, a probabilistic estimate of twentieth century GMSL variability com-
bined TG records of various lengths with information about the spatial structure and time history of dynamic
and geodetic sea level change [Hay et al., 2015]. This method resulted in a twentieth century global mean
rate of 1.2 ± 0.2 mm/yr, which is less than the GIA-corrected observed sea level trend at most of the long,
high-quality TG records.
Taken together, the above findings suggest that the best TG records are poorly located for capturing the global
mean rate of change and tend to sample the ocean at locations where sea level rose faster than average during
the twentieth century. In the following analysis, we use observations and simulations of spatial structure in




• Averaging trends from a few
high-quality tide gauge records can
lead to systematic underestimate
or overestimate of global mean sea
level rise
• The best tide gauge records tend to
sample the ocean where twentieth
century sea level rise was most likely
less than the global mean rate
• Global mean rates less than 1.4 mm/yr
are difficult to reconcile with
observed trends in the longest and
highest-quality tide gauge records
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Figure 1. Least squares linear sea level trends during
1901–2000. (a) Observed. (b) Corrected for glacial isostatic
adjustment (GIA) using the ICE-6G VM5a (blue) and
ICE-5G VM2 (white). Solid and dashed lines in both
panels represent the mean and 1𝜎 range, respectively.
In Figure 1b, the lines correspond to the ICE-6G VM5a
correction; values for the mean and standard deviation
using the ICE-5G VM2 correction are given in parentheses.
sea level trends in the longest and highest-quality TG
records that systematically differ from the true rate of
GMSL rise. We also assess how these gauges sample
patterns of sea level change in order to identify which
processes might reconcile observed TG trends with
reconstructed global mean rates.
2. Tide Gauge Data
Studies of twentieth century sea level rise based on
a small number of TGs [e.g., Douglas, 1997; Holgate,
2007; Spada and Galassi, 2012] employ different crite-
ria for selecting high-quality records, which results in
different (but overlapping) sets of gauges. A primary
objective of this work is to understand why estimates
of this type, as a whole, tend to produce estimates of
GMSL rise greater than the probabilistic estimate of
Hay et al. [2015]. Here we identify 15 of the longest,
highest-quality TG records that make up the core
group of TGs utilized in these types of analyses
(see below).
We use annual mean TG data from the Permanent
Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL) Revised Local Ref-
erence database [Holgate et al., 2013]. PSMSL flags
suspect data, and each of the 15 records chosen
here contain at least 70 unflagged twentieth cen-
tury annual mean values. The supporting informa-
tion includes a complete description of the gauge
selection process and relevant metadata for each record (Texts S1 and S2 and Table S1 in the supporting infor-
mation). Figures 1 and 2 show the names and locations of the 15 records. The set of records used by Douglas
[1997] and Mitrovica et al. [2001] contains 15 records with at least 70 valid annual means during 1901–2000; 13
of them are included here. The set used by Holgate [2007] contains 9 records; all 9 of them are included here.
The set used by Spada and Galassi [2012] contains 11 non-Baltic/Black Sea records with at least 70 valid annual
means during 1901–2000; 9 of them are included here. We exclude Baltic and Black Sea gauges, because these
Figure 2. Gravitational melt fingerprints from GRACE on an elastic, rotating Earth. Units are sea level equivalent, and
each fingerprint is normalized to have a global spatial mean of 1 mm/yr. Black contours follow the 1 mm/yr isoline,
which demarcates regions with rates above and below the global mean. Calculating the mean rate at the locations of
tide gauge records (𝜇TG) represents the degree to which these locations systematically underestimate or overestimate
the global mean trend associated with each melt source. (a) Antarctica, (b) Greenland, (c) Iceland/Svalbard/Russia,
(d) Canada, (e) Alaska, (f ) High Mountain Asia and the Alps, and (g) Patagonia.
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marginal seas are not resolved in most Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) ensemble
members (discussed below).
Least squares linear trends during 1901–2000 for the 15 selected records have a mean of 1.69 mm/yr and a
standard deviation of 0.54 mm/yr (Figure 1a). Correcting the observed trends for GIA using the ICE-6G VM5a
[Peltier et al., 2015] [ICE-5G VM2 Peltier, 2004] model reduces the mean trend to 1.57 (1.62) mm/yr and reduces
the standard deviation by more than half to 0.23 (0.24) mm/yr (Figure 1b). The consistency between the mod-
els supports the validity of the GIA corrections at these locations. The mean of the GIA-corrected twentieth
century trends is consistent with mean rates from the analyses cited above, suggesting that the sampling char-
acteristics of this core set is generally representative of the sets of long, high-quality records used in previous
investigations.
3. Sources of Spatial Structure in Sea Level Change
We selected the 15 records analyzed here to minimize the effect of non-GIA vertical land motion (see Texts S1
and S2 in the supporting information). Thus, we can reasonably assume that the GIA-corrected trends from
these records primarily reflect sea level rise due to a combination of global ocean volume change, ocean
dynamics, and the self-attraction/loading patterns of ice melt. Depending on the spatial structure associated
with the latter two contributions, the true rate of GMSL rise may be substantially greater or less than the mean
trend obtained from the TG time series [Mitrovica et al., 2001].
3.1. Ice Melt Fingerprints
Sea level change due to the melting of ice on land is not spatially uniform, because the Earth is a self-
gravitating, viscoelastically compressible, rotating planet [Farrell and Clark, 1976; Clark and Lingle, 1977;
Lambeck, 1980]. As a result, when an ice mass melts, sea level falls nearest the ice and rises faster than the
global mean rate in the far field. The geometry of this spatial structure in sea level change is unique to each
melt source and is known as a melt fingerprint. Here we use time-variable gravity measurements from the
Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment (GRACE) to obtain melt fingerprints on an elastic, rotating Earth
during January 2003 to January 2015 [Adhikari and Ivins, 2016; Adhikari et al., 2016]. We produce fingerprints
for the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets (Figures 2a and 2b), as well as for five geographical groupings
of glaciers and ice caps thought to have contributed substantially to the twentieth century sea level rise
[Church et al., 2013; Vaughan et al., 2013]: Iceland/Svalbard/Russia, Canada, Alaska, High Mountain Asia and
the Alps, and Patagonia (Figures 2c–2g).
In general, the set of gauges used here underestimates the rate of GMSL rise due to Northern Hemisphere
melt sources and overestimates the rate due to Southern Hemisphere sources. For example, 1 mm/yr of
GMSL-equivalent melt from Antarctica would be recorded by this set of gauges as 1.17 mm/yr (Figure 2a),
while 1 mm/yr of melt from Greenland would be recorded as just 0.72 mm/yr (Figure 2b). Based on the finger-
prints of glacier and ice cap melt (Figures 2c–2g), only the Patagonia fingerprint results in a positive sampling
bias, so we expect the observed TG trends to underestimate the total contribution to twentieth century global
mean sea level rise from glaciers and ice caps. Thus, in order for the observed TG trends to overestimate the
true rate of GMSL rise, ocean dynamics and/or ice sheet fingerprints would need to contribute a positive bias
exceeding the magnitude of the negative bias from melting Northern Hemisphere glaciers and ice caps.
3.2. Ocean Dynamics
Spatial differences in long-term dynamic (i.e., related to currents and ocean density) sea level trends occur
due to anthropogenic forcing and the phasing of decadal and multidecadal climate modes (e.g., the Atlantic
Multidecadal Oscillation or Pacific Decadal Oscillation) [Stammer et al., 2013]. Variability in winds and ocean
circulation associated with these factors alters the distribution of heat and salt in the ocean, which in turn
leads to spatial differences in ocean density and sea level. Unfortunately, the sparsity of hydrographic observa-
tions early in the twentieth century prevents robust estimates of spatial structure in dynamic sea level change
during 1901–2000. Since we cannot know the true pattern of dynamic change, we use ensemble members of
the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) [Taylor et al., 2012] to provide possible patterns
of dynamic sea level change resulting from different realizations of twentieth century internal climate vari-
ability. The realism of sea level change patterns from such models is a concern, particularly at the coast due
to coarse resolution, but these simulations are the best present source of information about the statistics of
historical dynamic sea level change.
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We calculate dynamic sea level trends (defined as the local trend minus the global mean trend) at the grid
points closest to the 15 TG locations during 1901–2000 for 63 CMIP5 historical runs forced by twentieth
century radiative forcing. The supporting information provides a figure summarizing the dynamic trends
from the model ensemble (Figure S1). Forming ensemble averages tends to isolate the forced variability by
canceling out the internal variability that is unique to each ensemble member. The absolute value of the
ensemble average dynamic trends is less than 0.1 mm/yr at all but one location (Figure S1a), and the mean of
the ensemble averages across the 15 locations is essentially zero (<0.01 mm/yr). The latter quantity suggests
that the forced variability does not substantially contribute to the spatial sampling bias of the 15 TG loca-
tions. In contrast, the sampling biases from each individual ensemble member are distributed in the range
[−0.3, 0.3] mm/yr (Figure S1c). This demonstrates that the internal variability unique to each simulation con-
tributes a vast majority of the potential spatial sampling bias due to twentieth century dynamic trends. It is
important to note, however, that a preference for positive or negative biases does not exist in the ensemble,
which is consistent with Gregory et al. [2001].
In order to produce a continuous distribution of spatial structure in dynamic sea level trends associated
with internal variability, we first calculate empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) of the local dynamic trends
over the ensemble. The 15 resultant EOFs represent spatial structure in long-term dynamic sea level trends
common to the ensemble of model runs (e.g., Figures 3a–3d). The corresponding principal components
(PCs, Figure 3e) represent the amplitudes of the EOF trend patterns as a function of ensemble member rather
than as a function of time as in a typical EOF decomposition. The PC amplitudes can be positive or negative
depending on the phasing of the simulated internal variability in any given ensemble member. The first four
EOFs account for approximately 74% of the dynamic trend variability at these locations in the 63-member
ensemble. Higher-order modes have smaller amplitudes and exhibit little spatial coherence.
In general, these EOFs have nonzero means that represent the sampling bias introduced by suboptimal spatial
sampling of dynamic sea level change by the 15 gauges. By generating random linear combinations of all 15
EOFs (comprising 100% of the variability), we effectively have access to an infinite number of possible dynamic
patterns that might result from these models. Any single combination is unlikely to reflect the true pattern
of twentieth century dynamic sea level change, but in the absence of sufficient observations, this approach
allows us to use the covariance of the independent ensemble members to generate a distribution of realistic
sampling biases due to ocean dynamics.
4. Estimating the Likelihood of Spatial Sampling Bias
Given the melt fingerprints from GRACE and the dynamic EOFs from CMIP5, we generate 106 linear combi-
nations of these patterns with randomized amplitudes to quantify the likelihood of a systematic sampling
bias in the trends from the 15 TG records. First, we determine models for the probability of possible ampli-
tudes for each melt fingerprint and dynamic EOF (described below). Then, by drawing random values from
these prescribed distributions, we search for linear combinations of the patterns that reduce scatter in the
GIA-corrected TG trends. Keeping only combinations that reduce scatter reflects the reasonable assumption
that at least some fraction of the variance in the GIA-corrected trends is related to ocean dynamics and melt
fingerprints. We perform the search for both GIA models to assess the sensitivity of the sampling bias to the
GIA correction. We perform an additional search excluding the two ice sheet fingerprints by prescribing zero
melt rate to these sources. Ice sheets are the most uncertain melt contributions, and it is instructive to quantify
the effect of the ice sheets on the distribution of the biases.
It is important to note that while this analysis focuses on twentieth century trends, the method does not
necessarily assume that the amplitudes of the patterns are constant in time. Consider the case where instead
of choosing a randomized twentieth century melt rate for each of the fingerprints, we generate a random red
noise series and calculate the melt rate from the noise. Effectively, this is an identical calculation, but the red
noise series will vary temporally and be uncorrelated between the different fingerprints. Thus, our method
does not require melt rates from different sources to covary during the twentieth century nor does it require
that the melt rates be constant. By calculating trends, we essentially filter out this independent variability
between the different sources, but the method does not assume its absence.
We model the distribution of possible amplitudes for each dynamic EOF with a normal distribution defined
by the standard deviation and mean of the principal component (PC) amplitudes for that EOF from the CMIP5
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Figure 4. Tide gauge sampling bias. (a) Probability density function (PDF) of the sampling bias error for the mean of
observed sea level trends (1901–2000) from 15 long tide gauge records: dynamic and all melt sources of bias (black),
excluding ice sheets (orange), ICE-6G VM5a (solid), and ICE-5G VM2 (dashed). (b) PDF of ice sheet melt rates based on
the observation- and model-based estimates of twentieth century melt from the Greenland and Antarctic land masses
(color contours; section 4). Black contours encompass approximately 75% (dashed) and 25% (solid) of the ice sheet melt
rates for sampling biases greater than 0.2 mm/yr, which tend to be related to negative Greenland melt rates (i.e., gaining
mass) and/or positive Antarctic melt rates.
Upon choosing the nth set of xnk , we remove the mean of the xnk in order to satisfy
∑
k gnk = tn. This enforces the
constraint that the sum of the glacial melt rates is distributed as prescribed for tn above. Removing the mean
of the xnk reduces the variance of these values by a factor of (K − 1)∕K , so in practice, each xnk is multiplied by√
K∕(K − 1) to reinflate the variance such that 𝜎x remains 0.1 mm/yr. This process allows for a wide range of
possible amplitudes for each individual glacial fingerprint (90% probability range of [−0.03, 0.3] mm/yr) while
still constraining the sum to be distributed based on observational estimates.
The melt rate of glaciers in Greenland is drawn from a distribution that mirrors the observational evidence
cited above, i.e., a normal distribution centered on 0.15 mm/yr with a standard deviation of 0.03 mm/yr, which
corresponds to a 90% probability range of [0.1, 0.2] mm/yr. The melt rate of the Greenland ice sheet during
the twentieth century is much more uncertain, but a few model-based studies provide estimates in the range
of ±0.25 mm/yr [Gregory et al., 2013]. Thus, the amplitude of the Greenland fingerprint is modeled here as
the sum of the randomly selected Greenland glacier melt rate plus a random number representing ice sheet
melt. The latter is drawn from a normal distribution centered on zero with a standard deviation of 0.15 mm/yr
corresponding to a 90% probability range of ±0.25 mm/yr.
Models of glacial-scale climate change [Huybrechts et al., 2011] and an analysis of the sea level budget
[Gregory et al., 2013] loosely constrain the Antarctic melt rate during the twentieth century to between −0.2
and 0.5 mm/yr. Here we model the distribution of possible amplitudes for the Antarctic fingerprint as a nor-
mal distribution centered at 0.15 mm/yr with a standard deviation of 0.21 mm/yr, which corresponds to a
90% probability range of [−0.2, 0.5] mm/yr. Finally, we enforce the constraint from geodetic observations
(e.g., length of day) that the total melt rate from all sources is less than 1 mm/yr [Mitrovica et al., 2006]. If this
final constraint is not met, we discard all the fingerprint amplitudes and draw the numbers again.
5. Results
The probability density function (PDF) for the total sampling bias in the GIA-corrected (ICE-6G VM5a) trends
is centered on −0.08 mm/yr (Figure 4a), where the sign indicates that these 15 long TG records tend to under-
estimate the true global trend. Based on this distribution, the probability that the simple arithmetic mean of
the trends from these gauges overestimates the true global rate is 19%. The probability that the observed
trends overestimate the global rate by more than 0.1 mm/yr is only 2%. Using the ICE-5G GIA correction in
place of the ICE-6G correction shifts the PDF toward more positive biases by almost 0.02 mm/yr. In this case,
the probability that the average TG trend overestimates the true global rate is 25%, and the probability of
overestimating by more than 0.1 mm/yr is 4%.
Excluding the ice sheets (by prescribing zero amplitude to the ice sheet fingerprints) while including the
patterns related to ocean dynamics and glacier/ice cap melt produces comparatively narrow PDFs shifted
toward more negative bias values (Figure 4a). Since the distribution of dynamic biases from the model
THOMPSON ET AL. GLOBAL MEAN SEA LEVEL FROM TIDE GAUGES 10,408
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Figure 5. Probability density function (PDF) for the true rate of twentieth century GMSL rise given how the tide gauges
sample spatial structure in sea level change (blue). Gray shading represents 95% confidence intervals (±0.23 mm/yr)
about the central value of the distribution (1.66 mm/yr). The black dashed line shows the sample mean of the observed
GIA-corrected (ICE-6G VM5a) trends from the tide gauge records; solid lines denote the linear rate of GMSL rise during
1901–2000 from four prominent twentieth century sea level reconstructions [Jevrejeva et al., 2008; Ray and Douglas,
2011; Church and White, 2011; Hay et al., 2015].
ensemble is centered around zero (section 3.2), the negative central value of the bias distribution is largely
associated with sampling the melt fingerprints of glaciers and ice caps. This suggests that within the
observation/model-based constraints, substantial contributions from the ice sheet fingerprints are by far the
most likely source of large positive sampling biases. Indeed, when including the ice sheets, a vast majority
(>90%) of the small number of linear combinations that produce total sampling biases greater than 0.2 mm/yr
occur when both ice sheets contribute positive bias, i.e., positive Antarctic melt rate and negative Greenland
melt rate (Figure 4b). Most of these combinations are unlikely, however, based on the observation- and
model-based estimates of twentieth century melt from the Greenland and Antarctic land masses (section 4).
Subtracting the sampling bias from the mean of the GIA-corrected (ICE-6G VM5a) TG trends gives an estimate
for the true twentieth century global mean rate of 1.66 ± 0.22 mm/yr. Using ICE-5G VM2 produces a smaller
negative bias, but the mean TG rate is slightly higher, resulting in an estimate of 1.69 ± 0.22 mm/yr for the
true global rate. These value represents the most likely global rate of rise when the mean TG rate is adjusted
for how the gauges sample spatial structure in sea level change. The uncertainty represents a 95% confidence
interval achieved by propagating the standard error of the mean and uncertainty in the sampling bias through
the calculation.
Given the small number of TGs, we do not consider the global rates produced here to be a definitive estimate
of twentieth century sea level rise. However, the PDF of the true global rate (blue in Figure 5) can be used to
assess which reconstructions of twentieth century sea level are reasonably consistent with the longest and
highest-quality TG records. Here we find that twentieth century trends from the reconstructions of Ray and
Douglas [2011] and Church and White [2011] are the most consistent with trends from long, high-quality tide
gauges. In contrast, the trends from Jevrejeva et al. [2008] and Hay et al. [2015] are difficult to reconcile with the
tide gauge observations even after accounting for sampling bias due to spatial structure in sea level change.
We note that uncertainties in reconstructed rates of twentieth century GMSL rise are large (≈0.2 mm/yr) com-
pared to the differences between them. Nevertheless, the central estimates from these reconstructions are
often used to estimate the dependence of sea level change on global temperature [Vermeer and Rahmstorf ,
2009] (important for projections) and to provide context for the elevated rate of rise during recent decades
[Nerem et al., 2010].
6. Conclusions
We identify a set of the longest, highest-quality TG records and assess whether spatial structure in sea level
change due to ocean dynamics or ice melt fingerprints leads to observed trends that systematically differ from
the true rate of global mean sea level rise. The set of gauges utilized here tends to underestimate sea level rise
due to glacier and ice cap mass loss during the twentieth century (Figure 2). Patterns of sea level change due
to ocean dynamics and ice sheet melt are not likely to have amplitudes large enough to counter the effect
of glacier and ice cap fingerprints and produce a positive sampling bias greater than 0.2 mm/yr (Figure 4a).
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Thus, it is difficult to reconcile observed trends from the best TG records with global mean rates less than
1.4 mm/yr (Figure 5).
On their own, these results do not preclude twentieth century rates at the lower or upper end of published
estimates. Without large-amplitude changes in the mass of the ice sheets, however, such rates require a phys-
ical mechanism in addition to those considered here to produce a systematic bias in relative sea level trends
from long, high-quality TG records. We conclude that it is essential to reconcile statistical reconstructions of
GMSL with the best available sea level observations by identifying specific physical processes that account for
differences between global and local twentieth century trends.
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